Introduction and Overview of Cell-Environment Interactions
Eukaryotic cells, whether they be single-celled organisms such as yeasts or components of multi-cellular organisms such as humans, rapidly respond to changes in their environment, so as to readily adapt to such perturbations and maintain homeostasis. Nowhere is this process more apparent than the relationship between a cell's nutrient environment and the molecular signals controlling cell growth, proliferation, and development. A constantly changing nutrient environment (single-celled microorganisms) or changes in mitogen or growth factor availability (metazoans) necessitate the presence of complex molecular signaling pathways that interpret these environmental inputs and then propogate this information to the transcriptional and translational machinery responsible for mediating the appropriate cellular response. Deregulated signaling through these pathways negatively influences cell function and can directly contribute to many diseases, including cancer, cardiovascular disease, obesity, and diabetes. 1 Therefore, defining how environmental information is sensed and transmitted to impact cell growth will be key to understanding how axis malfunction can result in pathogenesis. The mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway is a key transmitter of nutrient information to the translational, transcriptional, and cell cycle-regulatory machinery and is highly conserved from yeast to man. 1, 2 This pathway is fundamentally important to eukaryotic cell biology, yet how mTOR controls the numerous downstream processes necessary for cells to alter and adapt to their environment remains largely unknown. This review will briefly highlight the main components of the mTOR pathway, focusing specifically on the mTOR complex 1 (mTORC1) branch, as it is directly regulated by nutrient availability. It will then discuss in-depth, the relatively unappreciated roles for mTORC1 signaling in nuclear-localized processes, specifically focusing on transcription mechanisms governing ribosome biogenesis, its novel connections to mitosis, and the emerging links between mTORC1 and epigenetic regulation. Because the majority of the mTORC1 signaling pathway has been defined in budding yeast and mammalian cells, we will predominantly cite studies utilizing these 2 model systems. However, studies from other model systems will be included whenever appropriate.
Composition and Function of the mTORC1 Signaling Pathway
Tor protein kinases were originally identified as the molecular target of the immunosuppressant macrolide, rapamycin, derived from the Easter Island soil bacterium Streptomyces hygroscopicus. 3 Initial studies demonstrated that rapamycin could induce early G 1 cell cycle arrest in a variety of model systems, including the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae and mammalian Mechanistic target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) is a well-known regulator of cell growth and proliferation in response to environmental stimuli and stressors. To date, the majority of mTORC1 studies have focused on its function as a cytoplasmic effector of translation regulation. However, recent studies have identified additional, nuclear-specific roles for mTORC1 signaling related to transcription of the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) and ribosomal protein (RP) genes, mitotic cell cycle control, and the regulation of epigenetic processes. As this area of study is still in its infancy, the purpose of this review to highlight these significant findings and discuss the relevance of nuclear mTORC1 signaling dysregulation as it pertains to health and disease.
cell culture models, phenocopying the reversible cell cycle arrest observed in nutrient-deprived cells. 4, 5 Subsequent yeast genetic screens identified 2 gene products as the target for rapamycin's anti-proliferative effects, and these genes were aptly named the target of rapamycin 1 and 2 (TOR1/2) genes. 6 Shortly thereafter, other laboratories confirmed the existence of a single, rapamycin-sensitive, kinase homolog in mammalian cells dubbed mTor (initially RAFT/FRAP). 7, 8 Genetic, biochemical and genome sequencing studies have since verified the presence of Tor kinase homologs in all eukaryotic organisms and demonstrated their essential nature in promoting cell growth and proliferation in response to nutrients, growth factors, and energy levels. Although originally identified as a candidate antifungal, rapamycin has since been repurposed as an immunosuppressant and anti-cancer agent due to its conserved anti-proliferative activity in human cells (reviewed in Benjamin et al.). 9 Tor kinases belong to a family of atypical serine/threonine kinases that exhibits homology to the PI3 lipid kinase and includes ATM (yeast Tel1), ATR (yeast Mec1), DNA protein kinase (DNAPK), and human suppressor of morphogenesis in genitalia-1 (hSMG-1) (reviewed in Lovejoy et al.) . 10 Identification of direct Tor kinase substrates has been hampered significantly by the lack of a known consensus phosphorylation sequence. However, in recent years a number of critical mTORC1 targets have been identified, and their contribution to downstream TORC1-regulated processes are currently being defined. In yeast, the Sch9 protein kinase (functionally homologous to S6K1 and Akt/PKB kinases) is the best-characterized mTORC1 substrate. mTORC1-dependent Sch9 phosphorylation leads to its activation and the regulation of some, but not all, mTORC1 downstream functions. 11 These processes include key aspects of ribosome biogenesis, transcription, translation, and cell cycle regulation. [11] [12] [13] The Tap42 subunit of the protein phosphatase PP2A is also phosphorylated by mTORC1, yet its role as a downstream effector of mTORC1 remains poorly understood. [14] [15] [16] Studies in mammalian cell culture models have been more successful in identifying direct substrates. While enumerating the roles of these specific factors in the TORC1 pathway is outside the focus of this review, a number of these substrates, including S6K1, 4E-BP1, and the transcription factor STAT3, regulate key aspects of growth, proliferation, and differentiation. [17] [18] [19] The Tor kinases function as members of 1 of 2 distinct complexes, mTORC1 or mTOR complex 2 (mTORC2). 20 mTORC1 and mTORC2 are highly conserved, both structurally and functionally, from yeast to mammals; however, only mTORC1 is directly inhibited by rapamycin. 20 Mammalian mTORC1 includes the mTor kinase, Raptor, mLst8/GβL, and the unique, non-conserved inhibitory subunits, DEP domain containing mTOR interacting protein (DEPTOR) and proline-rich Akt substrate of 40-kDa (PRAS40). 1 In yeast, mTORC1 consists of Kog1 (Raptor), Lst8 (mLst8/GβL), Tco89 and either of the 2 paralogous kinases, Tor1 or Tor2. 2 While mTORC1 is directly regulated by nutrient signals (discussed below), mTORC2's nutrient responsiveness is only indirect and depends on prior mTORC1 activation. Regarding mTORC2, the reader is referred to a recent review concerning its biological functions. 21 Cell growth and division is an energetically taxing process requiring the commitment of significant cellular resources to faithfully duplicate not only the genome, but all of the other essential constitutents necessary for cell viability, such as mitochondria, lysomes/vacuoles, as well as all the necessary anabolic machinery (i.e., ribosomes). An inability to coordinate the commitment to cell division with the availability of nutrients and energy states necessary to sustain biomass accumulation could have disastrous downstream consequences on cell viability. Accordingly, cells have evolved complex mechanisms to synchronize growth and division with their nutrient environment, and a central regulator of this process is mTORC1. 22 mTORC1 is activated by a number of stimuli, including mitogens, growth factors, amino acids, and energy states, while it is also repressed by environmental stressors such as hypoxia and genotoxins. 1 We will briefly describe amino acid and mitogen/growth factor signaling, as these are both the most topical and best-characterized mTORC1 stimuli. mTORC1 activation by amino acid sufficiency The mechanisms by which amino acids stimulate mTORC1 have only recently been identified, but a remarkable degree of conservation has already been observed between yeast and mammals. In yeast, the amino acid-sensing EGO complex localizes primarily to the vacuolar surface and consists of the scaffold protein Ego1, a homodimer of Ego3, and a heterodimer of the Rag family GTPases, Gtr1 and Gtr2. 23, 24 Under adequate amino acid levels, the guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) activity of Vam6 is stimulated, and the GTPase activating protein (GAP) activity of the recently described SEACIT complex is inhibited, resulting in a GTP-bound Gtr1 and a GDP-bound Gtr2. 25, 26 In this active configuration, the GTPases bridge the interaction between EGO and mTORC1 at the vacuolar surface through contacts with subunits Kog1 and Tco89. 25, 27 A similar mechanism is seen in mammals with the pentameric lysosomal complex Ragulator, except that while in yeast mTORC1 typically remains associated with the vacuole regardless of amino acid availability, mammals have integrated mTORC1 recruitment to the lysosome as a secondary level of control. [28] [29] [30] Ragulator contains a scaffolding subunit in p18 (LAMTOR1), a heterodimer of p14 (LAMTOR2) and MP1 (LAMTOR3) that is functionally orthologous to Ego3, and a poorly understood, recently discovered heterodimer of C7orf59 (LAMTOR4) and HBXIP (LAMTOR5). 29, [31] [32] [33] [34] Ragulator also associates with 2 Rag family GTPases, RagA/B and RagC/D. 29 When amino acids are abundant, the vacuolar ATPase (v-ATPase) interacts with Ragulator to promote Ragulator's GEF activity toward the Rag GTPases, while the RagA/B and RagC/D GAP activities of the GATOR1 and the FLCN-FNIP1/2 complexes are diminished and activated, respectively. [34] [35] [36] [37] These inputs result in a GTP-bound form of RagA/B and a GDP-bound RagC/D, which is the active signaling form of the Rag heterodimer complex. 38 The Rags then link mTORC1 to the lysosome through associations with Raptor (Kog1 ortholog), resulting in mTORC1 activation and downstream phosphorylation of mTORC1 substrates. 30 mTORC1 activation by mitogen/growth factor signaling Metazoans have evolved additional layers of mTORC1 regulation to allow coordination of an individual cell's metabolism within the context of the entire organism. Specifically, mTORC1 is activated by extracellular signals relayed by mitogens and/or growth factors, such as insulin, to promote cell growth and proliferation. Typically, mitogen/growth factor signaling leads to the activation of the membrane-associated phosphoinositide-3-kinase (PI3K), which then triggers the production of phosphoinositide-3-phosphate (PtdIns[3,4,5]P 3 ) and, subsequently, activation of the Akt/PKB kinase. 39 Akt activation results in the phosphorylation of PRAS40, which relieves its inhibitory effect on mTORC1 signaling. 40 Work in D. melanogaster demonstrated that Akt/ PKB also activates mTORC1 by phosphorylating components of the tuberous sclerosis (TSC) complex. 41 TSC is a heterodimer of the Tsc1 and Tsc2 proteins and functions as a GAP for the Rheb GTPase, a positive upstream regulator of mTORC1. 42, 43 By promoting hydrolysis of Rheb-GTP to Rheb-GDP, TSC suppresses Rheb-dependent mTORC1 activation. 43 Conversely, Akt-mediated TSC phosphorylation inhibits the complex's GAP activity, ultimately resulting in elevated mTORC1 signaling. A negative feedback mechanism also exists by which the downstream mTORC1 effector ribosomal S6 kinase 1 (S6K1) can target the insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1) to downregulate Akt/ PKB signaling under conditions of persistent nutrient signaling. [44] [45] [46] Other key mTORC1 activators, including the ERK and S6K1 kinases, have also been reported to phosphorylate the TSC complex and alleviate its negative regulation of Rheb function, thus providing additional links between mTORC1 and other cell growth and proliferation pathways.
47,48
The Nuclear Functions of mTORC1 Signaling As mTORC1 is regulated by the environmental stimuli discussed above, it is uniquely qualified to determine if a cell's nutrient environment is conducive to cell growth and proliferation. Surprisingly, the majority of mTORC1 studies have focused predominantly on its cytoplasmic signaling activities, in particular its role in controlling translational responses. 1, 2 This emphasis on mTORC1 cytoplasmic signaling mechanisms has been due in large part to publications purporting that the majority of mTORC1 components are cytoplasmic and localized predominantly to the vacuole/lysosomal compartment. [28] [29] [30] 35, 49 However, numerous laboratories have established that mTORC1 components also localize to the nuclear compartment. [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] These studies suggest mTORC1 may directly bridge nutrient signaling to nuclear functions, including gene transcription, mitotic regulation, and epigenetic control. From herein, we will focus specifically on these aspects of mTORC1 signaling, as well as how their deregulation may contribute to the development of disease.
Role of mTORC1 in RNA polymerase I-and III-dependent rDNA transcription
Under favorable nutrient and environmental conditions, mTORC1 promotes the transcription of metabolic genes involved in many aspects of cell growth and proliferation. 54 These include most, if not all, genes required for ribosome biogenesis, as well as genes key to both lipid formation and mitochondrial function. To date, the best-characterized direct transcriptional role for Tor kinases is in the transcription of rRNA genes in the nucleolus. Nucleoli are the largest of the sub-nuclear structures, and they form around the tandem rDNA (rDNA) loci, which are repeated hundreds of times in eukaryotic cells. While the RNA polymerase III (RNAPIII) transcribed 5S rDNA and the RNA polymerase I (RNAPI) transcribed 47S rDNA (35S in yeast) are localized on different chromosomes in mammals, in yeast these genes are contiguous, divergently transcribed, and repeated in a head-to-tail configuration 150-200 times on chromosome 12 to form a single crescent-shaped nucleolus. [55] [56] [57] Because ribosome production is a key determinant of cellular biosynthetic capacity and accounts for nearly 60% of total cellular transcription in rapidly growing cells, significant coordination occurs between all 3 RNAPs to maintain ribosomal components in the appropriate stoichiometries. 58, 59 This coordination is largely dependent on signaling through mTORC1, as decreased mTORC1 activity rapidly reduces ribosomal protein gene transcription (see below), rDNA transcription, and rRNA maturation in yeast and mammalian cells. [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] In both models, Tor kinases are known to be recruited to the 35S/47S and 5S rDNA in a nutrient-dependent fashion. 51, [65] [66] [67] Although the specific functions of Tor at these promoters remains unclear, Tor kinase recruitment is critical for nutrient-dependent rDNA transcription, which suggests the possibility that Tor may phosphorylate components of the transcriptional machinery on the rDNA. Other subunits of the mammalian mTORC1, including Raptor, are known to localize to the nucleolus, thus suggesting that the entire complex may signal locally to control rDNA transcription and/or rRNA processing. 53 In yeast, mTORC1 also controls 5S rRNA and tRNA expression by regulating the nuclear localization of the RNAPIIInegative regulator, Maf1. Specifically, mTORC1 activation of Sch9 results in Sch9-dependent Maf1 phosporylation and Maf1 nuclear exclusion, which permits RNAPIII-dependent transcription. 65, [68] [69] [70] [71] Upon decreased mTORC1 signaling, Maf1 is dephosphorylated, localizes to the nucleus, and actively represses 5S rRNA synthesis. mTORC1-dependent negative regulation of Maf1 has also been suggested to include a Sch9-independent pathway, thus providing mTORC1 with multiple means for controlling RNAPIII-dependent transcription. 71 In mammals, the mTor kinase is recruited to RNAPIII-transcribed genes, where it directly phosphorylates Maf1 to prevent Maf1-dependent transcriptional repression. 72 Thus, the regulation of Maf1 function through mTORC1 signaling is a common theme in regulating expression of RNAPIII-transcribed genes. mTORC1 may also indirectly regulate rDNA transcription through altered localization or function of rDNA-specific transcription factors or components of the basal transcriptional apparatus. For example, rapamycin treatment or nutrient starvation in yeast rapidly relocates RNAPI from the nucleolus to the nucleoplasm. 62 This may be due, in part, to effects on the essential and conserved RNAPI transcription factor Rrn3 (TIF-IA in mammals). [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] In yeast, inhibition of mTORC1 signaling results in rapid proteasomal degradation of Rrn3, leading to decreased RNAPI recruitment to the rDNA promoter and an overall downregulation of ribosome production. 78 Structural analyses of Rrn3 identified a "serine patch" that, when phosphorylated, prevented association with RNAPI and inhibited rDNA transcription, although the kinase responsible for phosphorylating Rrn3 has not yet been identified. 79 Mammalian mTor also regulates rRNA transcription in part by directly phosphorylating mammalian TIF-IA. 80 TIF-IA is also phosphorylated by a variety of other kinases besides mTor, including JNK2, ERK, RSK, and AMPK. [80] [81] [82] [83] Regulatory inputs from these distinct kinase pathways may serve to couple nutrientdependent rRNA biogenesis mediated by mTor with other key environmental stimuli, such as mitogen/growth factor availability or the presence of energy stress.
Additional links between mTORC1 and RNAPI/III have recently been described. For example, Todaka and colleagues have shown that mTORC1 upstream amino acid-sensing complexes such as yeast EGO and mammalian Ragulator directly associate with these polymerases via interactions between the Rag-GTPases and the conserved RNAPI/III polymerase subunit Rpc19 (mammalian RPA16). 84 This association is dependent on the nucleotide loading status of the Gtr1/RagA GTPase, such that when in the active (GTP-bound) configuration, they associate to promote downstream RNAPI/III-regulated transcription. However, when they are in the inactive (GDP-bound) state, or cells are gtr1Δ, there are deficiencies in rRNA synthesis, RP mRNA production, and RNAPI/III activity. These results suggest these Rag GTPases may promote the association or stability of Rpc19/RPA16 with the core RNAPI/III complex, providing another potential bridge between the mTORC1 pathway and RNAPI/III transcriptional control. mTORC1 also regulates ribosomal transcription via high mobility group (HMG) proteins, specifically Hmo1 (in yeast) and UBF1/2 (in mammals). [85] [86] [87] These HMGs are architectural proteins that bind DNA in a non-sequence specific, but chromatin context-dependent fashion, and bend the DNA to form enhanceosomes that promote ribosomal gene transcription. [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] Hmo1 has been suggested to associate with and organize the rDNA repeats in a manner that promotes their high-level transcription in a mTORC1-dependent fashion in lieu of traditional nucleosomes. 93 UBF is a direct target of S6K1 and maintains heterochromatin structure and rDNA stability while preventing extrachromosomal circle formation. 86, 87 Like Hmo1, the UBF-dependent enhanceosome has been implicated in rDNA organization, but whether it replaces traditional nucleosomes at the rDNA promoter or binds the DNA crossover junction in existing nucleosomes remains controversial. [94] [95] [96] Although UBF is dispensible for rDNA transcription, as its depletion only modestly affects steady-state rRNA transcription, changes to the number of "open" rDNA repeats do occur in its absence, suggesting UBF may control the epigenetic state of rDNA chromatin. 97 These studies implicate specific HMG factors as key regulators of mTORC1-dependent transcriptional processes necessary for ribosome biogenesis.
Intriguingly, recent studies have suggested that the profound block in nascent rRNA synthesis that occurs upon mTORC1 inhibition by rapamycin treatment is actually independent of immediate effects on RNAPI. 78, 98 Instead, it was argued that the rapid and robust suppression of RP translation occurring during mTORC1 inhibition prevents rRNA processing events and leads to the sequestration of a subset of ribosomal proteins and ribosomal biogenesis factors in the nucleolus, resulting in a consequent downregulation of RNAPI-dependent rDNA transcription. 98 Given the direct role of Tor kinase-dependent regulation of RNAPI/III transcription discussed above, further studies exploring the nature of mTORC1-regulated RNAPI/III transcription, and whether reduced mTORC1 signaling affects these processes directly or indirectly through RP translation, seem both necessary and appropriate to fully understand the underlying mechanisms.
mTORC1 and RNA polymerase II-dependent ribosomal protein gene expression mTORC1 signaling regulates RP gene transcription in all eukaryotes, yet the mechanisms underlying this process have been best characterized in yeast. The Hall and Shore laboratories have identified one particular pathway, which includes the stressresponsive forkhead-like transcription factor Fhl1, its transcriptional co-activator Ifh1, and its co-repressor Crf1. [99] [100] [101] During nutrient starvation, the active Yak1 kinase phosphorylates Crf1, resulting in Crf1 accumulation in the nucleus, where it associates with constitutively RP promoter bound Fhl1. The Crf1-Fhl1 interaction outcompetes binding of the transcriptional co-activator Ifh1, resulting in decreased RP gene transcription. Upon increased nutrient availability, mTORC1 is activated and signals to downstream effector kinases, possibly Sch9 or PKA, to inhibit Yak1. Yak1 inhibition prevents nuclear transport of Crf1, thus allowing Ifh1 to interact with Fhl1. In conjunction with the Rap1 transcription factor, RP transcription is then activated.
99,100,102-104 Simultaneously, mTORC1 also promotes the nuclear localization of another RP transcriptional regulator, the split finger protein Sfp1. [105] [106] [107] Sfp1 has functional homology to the mammalian c-Myc transcription factor and is known to be a direct kinase target of mTORC1. 108 Importantly, Sfp1 promotes the nuclear localization of Ifh1, which further facilitates mTORC1-dependent RP gene transcription. 106 Interestingly, there also exists a negative feedback mechanism by which Sfp1-dependent, Fhl1-Ifh1 RP gene transcription opposes mTORC1 activity. 108 Besides nutrient availability, Sfp1 activity is also markedly sensitive to environmental stressors and chemical exposure, thus further reinforcing the link between environmental stimuli, mTORC1 signaling, and the regulation of cellular biosynthetic activity through ribosome biogenesis. 109 Another regulator of RP gene transcription is the previously discussed HMG factor Hmo1, which is bound to the majority of RP gene promoters and contributes to their transcription by recruiting both Fhl1 and Ifh1. 92 Notably, Hmo1 expression is regulated by mTORC1 signaling, thus providing cells with a means to affect transcription of the rDNA and the RP genes simultaneously in response to nutrient stress. 110 mTORC1 also regulates the expression of the ribosome biogenesis (Ribi) genes, which code for proteins that, while required for ribosome production, are not components of the ribosome themselves. Under unfavorable nutrient conditions, the transcriptional repressors Stb3, Dot6, and Tod6 recruit the histone deacetylase complex RPD3L to Ribi promoters, resulting in histone deacetylation and decreased transcription. 12 Upon nutrient stimulation, mTORC1 activates Sch9, which then phosphorylates these transcriptional repressors and ultimately promotes Ribi gene transcription. 12, 111 Given that mTORC1 affects RNA polymerase II-dependent RP gene transcription in part through direct phosphorylation of select transcriptional regulators, determining the consensus phosphorylation sequence for the Tor kinases will thus be critical for identifying the complete spectrum of mTORC1-regulated transcription factors.
mTORC1 as a regulator of cell cycle progression In addition to controlling transcriptional and translational processes, mTORC1 also contributes to the regulation of the G 1 -S and G 2 -M cell cycle transitions. The role of mTORC1 is best understood as it relates to G 1 -and S-phase control, since anabolic processes are most active during these periods. 2, [112] [113] [114] Intriguingly, progression through the START phase of the cell cycle in yeast depends on ribosome biogenesis mediated by mTORC1 as a means by which cells ensure sufficient anabolic potential prior to cell cycle commitment. However, the mechanisms underlying this regulation remain largely unknown. 112, 113 In this section, we will focus specifically on the role of mTORC1 in mitotic regulation, as the G 2 /M transition is only now being recognized as a significant target of the mTORC1 signaling pathway.
Initial studies from Nakashima and colleagues determined that dampened mTORC1 signaling in yeast, either through rapamycin treatment or by the generation of a conditional kog1 mutant, reduced the rate of progression through G 2 /M of the cell cycle. 115 This defect was attributed to reduced activity of the Polo-like kinase Cdc5, as its overexpression rescued the G 2 /Mphase defects, and when isolated from cells exhibiting reduced mTORC1 signaling, Cdc5 catalytic activity was impaired. As PP2A regulates the function and localization of Cdc5, part of the effect reduced mTORC1 signaling had on Cdc5 activity was attributed to disruption of the normal mTORC1-PP2A signaling axis. Recent findings from the Tatchell laboratory have further reinforced the link between mTORC1 signaling and mitotic regulation. A genetic screen for yeast mutants that could suppress a temperature-sensitive mutation within the essential mitotic Aurora kinase, Ipl1, identified tco89Δ. 116 Loss of Tco89 resulted in reduced nuclear accumulation of the PP1 phosphatase, Glc7, which opposes Ipl1-mediated substrate phosphorylation during mitosis. These studies provide support for a previously unappreciated link between nutrient signaling and the maintenance of genome stability through the control of mitotic chromosome segregation and suggest that mTORC1 may play a greater role in mitosis than is currently appreciated.
Other connections between the mTORC1 pathway and mitosis have been examined in mammalian cells within the last few years as well. For example, specific phosphorylated forms of the mTor kinase are known to co-localize along the spindle mid-zone, suggesting mTor may play a direct role in regulating aspects of mitotic progression and/or cytokinesis. 117 Additionally, recent studies reported that rapamycin treatment promotes phosphorylation and 14-3-3-dependent cytoplasmic sequestration of the CDC25B phosphatase, a critical regulator of the G 2 /M-phase checkpoint. 118, 119 Dissociation of the CDC25B:14-3-3 complex requires Cdk2 activity and promotes entry into mitosis. 119 Interestingly, 14-3-3 proteins also bind both phosphorylated histone H3 serine 10 and 28, which are well-characterized marks of mitotic chromatin. 120 In yeast, histone H3S28 mutants that prevent phosphorylation exhibit significant rapamycin sensitivity, suggesting that phosphorylation of this residue may be functionally linked to mTORC1 signaling during mitosis. 121 A recent study from Smith and colleagues in mammalian cells has determined that the Cdk1-cyclin B complex, another key regulator of mitotic progression, mediates protein synthesis during mitosis by controlling the activity of the eukaryotic elongation factor kinase eEF2K.
122 Cdk1-cyclin B activity was decreased by amino acid starvation and activated by deletion of Tsc2, suggesting that mTORC1 is a direct regulator of Cdk1-cyclin B activity. Whether mTORC1-dependent Cdk1-cyclin B regulation contributes to other aspects of mitotic progression attributed to the Cdk1-cyclin B complex remains unknown. Interestingly, the mTORC1 subunit Raptor is a known Cdk1-cyclin B substrate, which further strengthens the link between mTORC1 and mitotic regulation.
123 mTORC1 also controls Cdk1/cyclin B activity in part by regulating cyclin B mRNA stability in yeast. 124 Specifically, the Dbf2 kinase phosphorylates the arginine methyltransferase, Hmt1, which leads to Hmt1-dependent methylation of mRNA binding proteins that specifically stabilize CLB2 (cyclin B) mRNA. Upon rapamycin treatment or nutrient starvation, the PP2A phosphatase, Pph22, is activated and dephosphorylates Hmt1. As a result, there is destabilization of CLB2 mRNA transcripts and significantly delayed accumulation of protein, ultimately slowing transit through anaphase and the completion of mitosis. Taken together, these studies suggest that mammalian mTORC1 has an important, yet poorly understood, role in mitosis that involves interactions with the both the CDC25B and Cdk1-cyclin B signaling cascades.
Recent studies have established that a key balance exists between mTORC1 signaling, the progression of the cell cycle, and cellular aging. 125, 126 For example, when mammalian cells are serum starved or lack sufficient oxygen tension (hypoxia), mTORC1 signaling is downregulated, while autophagy is activated. Under these conditions, growth and proliferation ceases, and cells enter a reversible quiescent state which can be exited when environmental conditions improve. Intriguingly, cells arrested in the cell cycle, either through expression of the p21 cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor or treatment with the DNA damaging agent doxorubicin, undergo an irreversible cell cycle arrest (senescence) when hypertrophic mTORC1 signaling is maintained, a process which is defined as gerogenic conversion (geroconversion). 126 Under these same conditions, downregulation of mTORC1 signaling through exposure to hypoxia or rapamycin suppresses the senescence response and instead causes cells to enter into a reversible quiescent state. 126, 127 These studies have led to the concept that cellular aging can ultimately be explained as a consequence of hypertrophic signaling mediated by mTORC1, which may also explain why physiological or pharmacological suppressors of mTORC1 activity promote longevity in organisms ranging from yeast to mammals. 125, 127, 128 Whether the localization of mTORC1 (i.e., cytoplasmic or nuclear) impacts this process remains to be seen. Defining the role of these differentially localized mTORC1 complexes will be an important issue to address, however, as they may have different biological functions (see below). Taken together, the findings discussed above outline multiple and diverse mechanisms by which mTORC1 signaling can impact cell cycle regulation and the determination of cell fate upon arrest of the cell cycle. Furthermore, they highlight the intriguing link between mTORC1 signaling, cell proliferation and the aging process. While still poorly understood, these processes will be essential to define going forward. Emerging links between mTORC1 and cell cycle control, in particular during mitosis, could suggest that the mTORC1 deregulation detected in most cancers may promote tumorigenesis in part by impacting the fidelity of chromosome segregation. mTORC1 signaling and the epigenome Besides the direct effects on RNA polymerases and transcription factor activity/localization described above, recent studies also suggest mTORC1 signaling has an emerging role in regulating the chromatin fiber. 121, [129] [130] [131] [132] DNA is packaged with the highly basic histone proteins, H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 to form chromatin. Specifically, heterodimers of H3/H4 and H2A/H2B assemble into an octameric complex, around which approximately 147 base pairs of DNA are wrapped, known collectively as the nucleosome. 133 Each histone in the octamer consists of an α-helical globular core that binds DNA, as well as N-and C-terminal extensions (tails) that protrude from this core structure. Both the tail and globular domains can be modified by a diverse set of chemical post-translational modifications that modulate chromatin structure to affect DNA-dependent processes, including gene transcription. 134 Studies of the yeast metabolic cycle from the Tu laboratory recently demonstrated that levels of intracellular acetyl-CoA, the universal donor for all protein acetylation reactions, correlate with nutrient availability and promote histone H3 and H4 acetylation. 129 Importantly, these marked increases in acetylation were detected predominantly at growth-promoting genes, including those coding for ribosomal components and the Cln3 cyclin. 129, 130 This provides direct evidence linking environmental nutrient status and expression of pro-growth genes via histone post-translational modifications, although the authors did not specifically address whether nutrient signaling through mTORC1 was involved. These findings fit well with a previous study in yeast from the Cardenas lab that demonstrated the balance between the Esa1 histone acetyltransferase and the Rpd3 histone deacetylase at RP genes is in fact regulated by mTORC1 signaling, thus directly linking mTORC1-dependent chromatin regulation to the control of anabolic growth processes. 131 A recently completed rapamycin-based chemical genomics screen against a yeast library of histone H3 and H4 mutants performed by our laboratory has provided further support that the mTORC1 pathway exhibits functional interactions with the histone H3/H4 epigenome. 121 In this study, a defined set of H3/H4 amino acid mutants were identified that altered the sensitivity of cells to sub-inhibitory doses of rapamycin in a manner suggesting post-translational modifications at these positions are either regulated by mTORC1 or are required for mTORC1-dependent cell growth and proliferation. Indeed, a subset of the mutants on histone H3 were shown to affect expression of the 5S and 35S rRNA genes, as well as a model RP gene. Furthermore, this study identified a mutation at histone H3 lysine 37 (H3K37) to be invariably lethal in the context of even modestly impaired mTORC1 signaling, a phenomenon found to be due to the induction of necrosis. The observed necrosis in the H3K37 mutant was linked to the disruption in chromatin association of a subset of HMG factors, suggesting the intriguing possibility that mTORC1 regulates aspects of chromatin structure that promote HMG binding. HMG proteins constitute the largest class of chromatin-associated proteins outside of histones, and many of these factors are key regulators of gene transcription and chromatin function. They do so through their ability to bend DNA as architectural factors, as well as their incorporation into multimeric chromatin regulatory complexes, including the FACT histone chaperone and the INO80 ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes. 88, 96, 121, 135, 136 Thus, mTORC1 modulation of HMG chromatin binding could have profound implications on both the 3-dimensional architecture of the genome and the transcriptional profile of the cell. How necrosis is selectively induced under these conditions, and if this involves a direct signaling role for the dislodged factors, or is caused by transcriptional changes associated with disrupted chromatin binding, is currently unclear.
Recently, mTORC1 has also been investigated as an effector of the sirtuin family of histone deacetylases. mTORC1 regulates the rDNA association of the yeast sirtuin Sir2. 137 Under conditions of diminished mTORC1 signaling, Sir2 binds the rDNA, possibly as a component of the RENT complex, leading to a more deacetylated and "closed" rDNA chromatin architecture. 137 In mammals, the sirtuin histone deacetylases SIRT1 and SIRT4 functionally interact with mTORC1, although they do so through different mechanisms. SIRT4 transcriptional regulation is downstream of mTORC1 signaling, and this pathway is a key regulator of glutamine metabolism. 138 Specifically, under nutrient-replete conditions mTORC1 represses transcription of SIRT4 by promoting protesomal degradation of its transcriptional regulator, CREB2. Decreased SIRT4 leads to activation of the glutamine dehydrogenase promoter and conversion of glutamate to α-ketoglutarate. α-ketoglutarate is then fed into the TCA cycle to fuel proliferation. Intriguingly, the expression of SIRT4 is downregulated in many cancers, suggesting that corruption of mTORC1 signaling may enable cancer cell metabolism by altering chromatin. Conversely, SIRT1 functions as a negative effector of mTORC1 signaling through association with the TSC complex, specifically Tsc2. 139 SIRT1 has also been suggested to affect rRNA transcription in response to environmental changes as a member of the energy-dependent nucleolar silencing complex (eNoSC). 140 Since both mTORC1 and sirtuins are known to regulate cellular aging, a further understanding of their functional interrelationships will not only illuminate their connection to cell growth control and oncogenesis, but their contributions to the aging process as well.
All of the previously described links between mTORC1 and histone post-translational modifications would suggest the possibility that mTORC1 signaling via these epigenetic marks may in fact alter gene expression through changes in chromatin structure. This idea is supported by findings from our laboratory that histone H3 lysine 56 acetylation (H3K56ac), a key regulator of chromatin assembly/disassembly reactions mediated by the histone chaperone Asf1, is regulated by mTORC1 signaling. 132 mTORC1-dependent H3K56ac was demonstrated to directly regulate RNAPI-dependent transcription, as disruption of this modification reduced RNAPI binding across the 35S rDNA. H3K56ac mutants were also found to have increased levels of nascent, non-processed pre-rRNA, which was explained by the reduced rDNA binding of the SSU processome complex and Hmo1, both of which are crucial for RNAPI transcription and rRNA cleavage. 1, 85, 92, 93 Interestingly, deletion of either the Hst3 or Hst4 sirtuin deacetylases rescued the H3K56Ac defect in a mTORC1 mutant background, suggesting mTORC1 may suppress sirtuin function to regulate H3K56ac. 132 Although H3K56ac is conserved in mammalian cells, the role of mTORC1 signaling in its regulation has yet to be determined. Interestingly, decreased mTORC1 activity in yeast has also been shown to promote rapid relocation of RNAPI from the nucleus to the nucleoplasm, as well as increased levels of Rpd3 on the rDNA. 62, 141 Deacetylation of the histone H4 residues H4K5 and H4K12 under these conditions enables the condensin complex to bind to the rDNA and promote the chromatin compaction that reduces nucleolar volume and maintains genome stability. 62, 142 Whether the RNAPI delocalization is a consequence of transcriptional repression due to Rpd3-dependent histone deacetylation, or is caused by a secondary Rpd3-independent mechanism, remains controversial. 62, 143 In contrast to findings in yeast, work in HeLa cells found no gross morphological changes to the nucleolus upon rapamycin treatment; however, decreased mTORC1 signaling does lead to the nucleolar exclusion of the mTORC1 components mTor and Raptor. 61 These studies demonstrating differential mTor nuclear localization due to altered nutrient signaling are particularly interesting, since previous reports utilizing normal and transformed cell lines suggest that transformed cells display a shift toward increased nuclear-localized mTor kinase, as well as delocalization of some mTor substrates, regardless of their nutritional status. 144 Beyond histone modifications, chromatin structure is also modified through the actions of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes, the incorporation of histone variants, and the assembly/disassembly of nucleosomes by histone chaperones. 145, 146 Many of these chromatin processes are responsive to the cellular metabolic state and, as a consequence, are candidate factors downstream of nutrient and/or growth factor signaling pathways such as mTORC1. 147 Sekiguchi and colleagues reported that loss of EGO subunits is synthetically lethal in settings where the catalytic subunit of the ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complex INO80 has been mutated, thus implicating the INO80 in mTORC1-dependent chromatin regulation. 148 Additionally, Laxman and Tu identified a number of yeast factors that interact with the mTORC1 subunit Kog1 via mass spectrometry. In this study, they specifically identified the Caf1 subunit of the Ccr4-Not complex, suggesting a functional link between mTORC1 and Ccr4-Not, although the relevance of these interactions were not explored. 149 Intriguingly, early rapamycin-based chemical genomic screening of the systematic yeast deletion collection identified Ccr4-Not mutants to have increased sensitivity to rapamycin, thus further implicating Ccr4-Not in mTORC1 signaling. 150 While still poorly understood, Ccr4-Not is known to regulate every aspect of the gene expression pathway, including gene transcription, epigenetic processes, mRNA export, and cytoplasmic mRNA decay. 151 As such, mTORC1-dependent Ccr4-Not regulation could have significant ramifications on a number of transcriptional and post-transcriptional processes.
Overall, these studies reinforce the concept that mTORC1 signaling has a significant role in integrating environmental nutrient information with downstream effects on epigenetic, transcriptional, and perhaps post-transcriptional gene expression pathways controlling cell growth and proliferation. Given that mTORC1 activity is aberrantly regulated in many diseases, the resulting dysregulation of these downstream processes almost assuredly plays a significant role in promoting or maintaining the disease state. As such, the question of how mTORC1-dependent changes to these epigenetic and transcriptional pathways contribute to disease should remain a major focus of the field moving forward.
Concluding Remarks and Future Endeavors
To date, our understanding of the cellular processes regulated by mTORC1 has focused predominantly on its cytoplasmic signaling function as an overseer of translation. However, it appears now that this representation of mTORC1 signaling is an oversimplification of the pathway's complexity. The emerging data discussed above highlights a significant role for mTORC1 in the nucleus. Thus, the field may only now begin to see the proverbial tip of the iceberg in terms of the full extent of mTORC1's regulatory roles within the cell. Therefore, a concerted effort should be made to define mTORC1's nuclear functions, determine how they control cell growth and proliferation and delineate how their deregulation contributes to diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular disease, and diabetes. To facilitate this goal, we have outlined a few basic concept areas we believe will be important to address in the near future.
The nuclear localization of Tor kinases suggests the possibility that Tor-dependent phosphorylation of a set of nuclear substrates regulates both transcription and mitotic cell cycle regulation. Outside of Maf1, however, the extent of mTor nuclear substrates has been largely unexplored. Because Tor kinases individually, or within the context of the mTORC1 complex, are recruited to specific target genes, components of the RNA polymerase I, II, and III complexes could be significant downstream targets whose phosphorylation would directly couple nutrient signaling to gene expression. Transcriptional co-activators and/or co-repressors, as well as chromatin remodeling complexes, may also be targets for mTORC1-mediated phosphorylation. Furthermore, while current studies implicate mTORC1 in epigenetic regulation, how much of this is direct (i.e., mTORC1-dependent phosphorylation of histone proteins) vs. indirect via the regulation of histone-modifying enzymes, remains unknown. Determining which components of the mitotic machinery are phosphorylated by mTORC1 will also elaborate significantly on its role in cell cycle control and may identify possible mechanisms by which mTORC1 dysregulation contributes to genomic instability and tumorigenesis. Lastly, it will be important to examine whether nuclear localization of Tor kinase activity is a regulated process that controls mTORC1 cytoplasmic signaling. A recent study has hinted at this possibility, since disrupting mammalian mTor nuclear import was determined to impair downstream S6K1 activation. 52 These data suggest that nuclear compartmentalization of the mTor kinase will likely be a significant regulatory mechanism in the control of mTORC1 cytoplasmic signaling.
Another major area of interest should be to examine how nutrient excess, such as that which occurs in obesity, alters mTORC1 signaling to affect those nuclear processes discussed above. Numerous studies have identified nutrient excess as a risk factor for many diseases, including cancer. 152 Yet it remains unclear how increased nutrient availability promotes all the necessary transcriptional and epigenetic changes needed promote the cancer phenotype. One possibility could be that elevated mTORC1 signaling caused by nutrient excess results in epigenetic and transcriptional changes that induce or propogate the disease state. Furthermore, given the link between mTORC1 and mitotic regulation, it seems that nutrient excess could hyperactivate mTORC1 and perhaps alter chromosome segregation fidelity during mitosis. This situation could induce or perpetuate genomic instability phenotypes that contribute to cancer development. Such a scenario might provide a partial explanation for why most cancers exhibit elevated mTORC1 activity. Aberrant mTORC1 activity would also deregulate ribosome production and elevate anabolic processes, which may facilitate tumorigenesis given the increased metabolic demand of tumors. 153 Since one of the rate-limiting steps in controlling commitment to cell cycle entry is ribosome production, increased ribosome biogenesis also has the potential to promote and/or enhance tumorigenesis by changing cell cycle kinetics. 112 Finally, there is the hurdle of eventually translating the concepts discussed aboved into clinically relevant therapeutic approaches. To date, the mTORC1 inhibitor rapamycin, and the derivative rapalog compounds, have not lived up to their promise as anticancer agents due to their significant side effects. 9 Additionally, transformed cells treated with the rapalogs stop growing and dividing, but ultimately remain viable as their mechanism of action is generally cytostatic rather than cytotoxic. 9 Recent studies have demonstrated the clinical relevance of targeting key epigenetic and/or transcriptional processes with small-molecule inhibitors in the treatment of diseases ranging from cancer to heart disease. 154, 155 If deregulated mTORC1 signaling is in fact a driver of cellular transformation, then pairing pharmacological agents targeting a subset of downstream mTORC1-regulated nuclear processes, such as those reviewed above, with mTORC1 inhibitors may lower the effective dose of mTORC1 inhibitor while simultaneously increasing its therapeutic benefits. Given the vast array of conditions that display aberrant mTORC1 function, this type of combinatorial therapy may lend itself to treating a number of diseases.
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